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introduction
In this paper we discuss the behavior of anaphors and pronouns in liangmai, a tibetoBurman language spoken in nagaland and Manipur. we do so in the context of the Binding theory as originated in Chomsky 1981. Binding theory takes the encoding of interpretative dependencies in language, subject to complex syntactic constraints. It is based on a simple distinction between anaphors, subsuming reflexives and reciprocals (cf. (1a)), and pronouns (1B):
(1) a an anaphor (= herself, each other) is bound in its governing category (1) B a pronominal (= her) is free in its governing category (1) c an R-expression is free
Simplifying matters, these conditions state that "anaphors" are referentially dependent on an element that is, basically, a co-argument of the anaphor, while "pronominals" allow any antecedent except a co-argument.
Binding in the syntactic sense of the word is limited to the predicational domain. Reflexives are there for reference in the domain of the clause. Referential dependencies between lp lV (2) MaRtIn eVeRaeRt, kĀRuMūRI V. SuBBĀRĀo, wIChaMDInBo MataIna two elements that are not co-arguments is forbidden ground for reflexives - should, in principle, not be observed. however, as frequently noted in a variety of contexts, some anaphors are free in their clause in violation of Condition a (as in John claimed that the queen invited Lucie and himself for a drink). this phenomenon is called long-Distance Binding.
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In section 2 we describe some prominent, and sometimes unique, properties of reflexives in liangmai. In section 3 we discuss how some of these properties shed light on recent approaches to binding. Section 4 addresses locality constraints on reflexivization in liangmai.
some properties of liangmai anaphors
Broadly speaking, one can say that "binding" in all the major languages of South asia is expressed in terms of either (i) a nominal anaphor (reflexive or reciprocal), or (ii) a verbal anaphor (a verbal clitic/affix, marking reflexivity or reciprocity), or (iii) simultaneous nominal and verbal marking.
refleXiVization strategies
liangmai has no verbal anaphors; it only has a nominal reflexivization strategy; i.e. the marking of reflexivity occurs in subcategorized positions such as direct object and indirect object. personal pronouns function as anaphoric elements 2 in all positions, but in the direct object and indirect object positions this happens in a typologically fairly unique way 3 (or, so it seems): (i) by reduplication of the personal pronoun and (ii) addition of rɔnna 'self' to one part of the pronoun, and of the structural case marker (either an accusative or a dative postposition) to the other occurrence. In (2) this is exemplified for the Direct object (Do) position:
'awangbau saw himself in the mirror.'
Marking of reflexivity by a doubling strategy is in itself not unique, but it is mostly limited to elements that could be considered an "anaphor".
4 take, for instance, the case of telugu:
'Mamata got angry on/at herself.' 1 see discussion in everaert 2012 on how to define notions such as anaphor, pronominal, and reflexivization.
2 note that different from traditional use, generative grammar uses the notion "anaphor" for reflexive pronouns and reciprocals. we use both the terms "anaphor" and "anaphoric element".
3 the doubling strategy is mentioned in Dimitriadis & everaert 2004. 4 note that Reuland (2011) and everaert (2012) suggest a pronominal doubling strategy for Bouma Fijian.
we see in (3) doubling of tana, an element that in its own right could be classified as an anaphor, but definitely not a pronominal, as is the case in liangmai.
the addition of a self-type element in liangmai, triggering reflexivity, is also not unique, as exemplified by germanic languages like Dutch (everaert 1986), and english, respectively:
Ik i sprak nooit over *me i /mezelf i i talked never about me/ myself 'I never talked about myself.'
But the combination of doubling and self-marking as found in liangmai (cf. 2) is, so far, not found in other languages.
swapping
another rarely observed phenomenon found in liangmai is that the two parts of the anaphor can be "swapped". Compare (2a), here repeated, with (6):
In this respect liangmai behaves as some Dravidian languages that allow doubled elements to be swapped, as, for instance, the two parts of the tamil reciprocal (Subbarao & everaert 2012):
avarkaḷ-ukkui oruvar-ai oruvar-ukkui teriy-ā-tu when the subject is the antecedent, the reduplicated form is permitted. however, when an indirect object is the antecedent, a complex anaphor is not permitted as in (13) thus, with regard to antecedency and the occurrence of the complex anaphor, liangmai shows that there is a Subject-object asymmetry. note that in South asian languages, especially in Dravidian, there is Subject-object asymmetry with regard to the occurrence of the verbal reciprocal (Subbarao & everaert 2012) . a verbal anaphor in dravidian cannot occur when a non-subject is the antecedent.
identitity deriVed By moVement
traditional Binding theory is formulated in terms of coindexing relationships between argument positions. In the Minimalist program there is no room for indices (Chomsky 1995: 217) . Since much of Binding theory does indeed take indices as theoretical entities, there arises the huge task of finding ways to encode anaphoric dependencies with the mechanisms available within the computational system as defined in the Minimalist program. this means that "identity derived by coindexation" must be replaced by "identity derived by movement". In subsequent work eric Reuland, among others, explored ways of doing that, culminating in the publication of Reuland 2011.
Reuland (2011) assumes that there are two properties at the basis of licensing reflexivity and reciprocity:
(14) i a feature deficiency leading to a local binding requirement (14) ii
Creating morphological complexity to avoid violation of the Inability to Distinguish Indistinguishables (IDI) (14i) is exemplified in an example such as (15): (15) Hans i sah sich i 'hans saw himself.' the german reflexive sich is marked for person (and Case), but not for number and gender. according to Reuland, this feature deficiency is the trigger of the binding relation - feature checking - between object and subject. the case copying mechanism in reciprocal constructions visible in telugu (16)- (17) and Manipuri (18) 'they praised each other.'
(17) vāḷḷa-ki okaḷḷa-tō okaḷḷa-ki sarigga paḍ-a-du they-dat one.pl-with one-dat well get.along-neg-3sg.nm 'they don't get along well with each other.'
(18) makhoi-na ama-na ama-da khudpot pi-na-rammi they-nom one-nom one-dat gift give-Vreciprocal-pst 'they gave gifts to one another.' out of the two 'one's available, one takes the case of the position and the other is casedeficient. the case-deficiency triggers an agreement relation with the subject, manifested as case-agreement: nominative in (16) and dative in (17) and (18). note that in telugu the second 'one' takes case-agreement, while in Manipuri it is the first 'one' that agrees in case with the subject. Reuland's principle (14ii) is the basis of why the english reflexive is a combination of pronoun + self (him+self):
7 Morphological complexity allows a pronoun to be locally 5 ao and Mao exhibit a similar case copying mechanism (field notes k.V. Subbarao). 6 note that principle (14i) may not always hold, as in many tibeto-Burman languages such as angami (tenyidie) where the pronoun and the nominal reflexive are homophonous.
abuno -e puo khie-ki nu tinhyǝ puo ŋu lie abuno-erg her near-place from snake one see self.ben 'abuno saw a snake near herself.' bound. likewise, according to Reuland, the doubling strategy (Caxur, telugu, etc.) creates the morphological complexity to allow local binding. In some cases, doubling is accompanied by case-agreement, as in tamil (7)- (8), telugu (16)-(17), and Manipuri (18).
liangmai is interesting because it combines pronoun doubling (in itself creating morphological complexity), not by case-agreement, but by a second strategy creating complexity, namely adding a self-element. this latter strategy is also applied in the case of inalienable possessives. to avoid ambiguity in these cases, an emphatic (pronoun + self-element) we have discussed some of the basic aspects of reflexivization strategies in liangmai and have pointed to some of the consequences these facts have for linguistic theorizing. Clearly more detailed work needs to be done, preferably in relation to some closely related languages, in order to get a better understanding of some of the interesting aspects of the grammar of liangmai. 
